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Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can
their bond make them whole again? A hardcover,
deluxe collector’s edition of one of the most beloved
manga and anime of all time! Fully remastered with
an updated translation and completely fresh
lettering, and presented with color pages on largetrim archival-quality paper, this gorgeous hardcover
edition presents the timeless dark adventures of the
Elric brothers as they were truly meant to be seen.
Includes brand-new cover art, with color insert and
behind-the-scenes character sketches from author
Hiromu Arakawa! In an alchemical ritual gone wrong,
Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother
Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit of
armor. In their quest to restore their bodies, they
head to the unforgiving north, pursued by an all-toohuman monster from the past.
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can
their bond make them whole again? A hardcover
collector’s edition of one of the most beloved manga
and anime of all time! Fully remastered with an
updated translation and completely fresh lettering,
and presented with color pages on large-trim,
archival-quality paper, this gorgeous hardcover
edition presents the timeless dark adventures of the
Elric brothers as they were truly meant to be seen.
Includes brand-new cover art, with a new color insert
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and behind-the-scenes character sketches from
author Hiromu Arakawa! In an alchemical ritual gone
wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his
brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit
of armor. While the brothers seek answers in the
north, they are blackmailed into aiding their
adversaries in a plot that threatens the entire
country.
In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost
his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse
became nothing but a soul in a suit of armor.
Equipped with mechanical ""auto-mail"" limbs,
Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one
thing that can restore his and his brother's
bodies...the legendary Philosopher's Stone. As the
Day of Reckoning dawns, the Elric brothers, their
father Hohenheim, and all of their allies battle to the
death against the homunculi’s “father.” The fate of
the entire world hangs in the balance. To claim
victory, some will have to make the ultimate
sacrifice. When the dust clears, will a happy ending
await our favorite characters in the final volume of
Fullmetal Alchemist?
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????…
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can
their bond make them whole again? A hardcover
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collector’s edition of one of the most beloved manga
and anime of all time! Fully remastered with an
updated translation and completely fresh lettering,
and presented with color pages on large-trim,
archival-quality paper, this gorgeous hardcover
edition presents the timeless dark adventures of the
Elric brothers as they were truly meant to be seen.
Includes brand-new cover art, with a new color insert
and behind-the-scenes character sketches from
author Hiromu Arakawa! In an alchemical ritual gone
wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his
brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit
of armor. The secret and sinister origin of the
homunculi that hound them is revealed while the
brothers’ father positions himself for the conflict to
come.
In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost
his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse
became nothing but a soul in a suit of armor.
Equipped with mechanical “auto-mail” limbs,
Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one
thing that can restore his and his brother’s
bodies…the legendary Philosopher’s Stone. Contains
volumes 19, 20 and 21! The story enters its final
stretch as the Elric brothers learn of the homunculi’s
ultimate plan to turn all of Amestris into an
alchemical bloodbath on the “Day of Reckoning.”
While tempted to use the open portal that day to get
their bodies back, for now the brothers build
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opposition to the homunculi-corrupted military with
others who have learned of the grisly plan. While Al
learns the secret of the homunculi’s origins from his
father, Ed joins forces with a familiar homunculus
who seems to be having pangs of conscience.
Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for teen audiences.
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can
their bond make them whole again? A hardcover,
deluxe collector’s edition of one of the most beloved
manga and anime of all time! Fully remastered with
an updated translation and completely fresh
lettering, and presented with color pages on largetrimmed archival-quality paper, this gorgeous
hardcover edition presents the timeless dark
adventures of the Elric brothers as they were truly
meant to be seen. Includes brand-new cover art,
color inserts and behind-the-scenes character
sketches from author Hiromu Arakawa! In an
alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his
arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became
nothing but a soul in a suit of armor. Equipped with
mechanical “auto-mail” limbs, Edward becomes a
state alchemist, seeking the one thing that can
restore his and his brother’s bodies…the legendary
Philosopher’s Stone.
In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost
his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse
became nothing but a soul in a suit of armor.
Equipped with mechanical ""auto-mail"" limbs,
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Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one
thing that can restore his and his brother's
bodies...the legendary Philosopher's Stone. With the
Day of Reckoning at hand, war breaks out in Central
City. On one side, the homunculi and corrupt
military; on the other, the Elric family, Ishbalan
refugees, and a ragtag alliance of soldiers loyal to
Major General Armstrong of Fort Briggs and Roy
Mustang. While Hohenheim confronts the
homunculi's "father," Mustang finally learns the truth
about Hughes's murder. Will he be consumed by
hatred and do the unthinkable?
Breaking the laws of nature is a serious crime!
Reads R to L (Japanese Style). Containing volumes
7, 8 and 9 of Fullmetal Alchemist! Where did
Alphonse Elric go during the few short minutes he
was wiped from existence, body and soul? From a
secret lair in the city of Dublith, a group of outcasts
kidnaps Alphonse to find the alchemical secrets of
his creation! It's up to Ed (and a certain housewife)
to go into the Devil's Nest and rescue his brother.
But the criminals of the Devil's Nest aren't exactly
human either. Now, Al must fight a homunculus--an
artificial human being--and the streets of Dublith will
run red with blood...
Breaking the laws of nature is a serious crime!
Reads R to L (Japanese Style), for audience T.
Containing volumes 4, 5 and 6 of Fullmetal
Alchemist! Trapped and injured in a secret
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alchemical laboratory, Edward Elric is at the mercy
of his enemies, Lust and Envy. But they don't want
him dead...they have other plans for him. As the
laboratory goes up in flames, the brothers find
themselves back at square one, with only an inkling
of the massive scale of the Philosopher's Stone
conspiracy. But then, Lieutenant Colonel Maes
Hughes uncovers a shocking secret...
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can
their bond make them whole again? A hardcover
collector’s edition of one of the most beloved manga
and anime of all time! Fully remastered with an
updated translation and completely fresh lettering,
and presented with color pages on large-trim,
archival-quality paper, this gorgeous hardcover
edition presents the timeless dark adventures of the
Elric brothers as they were truly meant to be seen.
Includes brand-new cover art, with a new color insert
and behind-the-scenes character sketches from
author Hiromu Arakawa! In an alchemical ritual gone
wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his
brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit
of armor. With long-sought answers in hand, all that
remains in the brothers’ quest to restore their bodies
and save their country is to prepare for the reckoning
looming on the Promised Day…
Bargain omnibus editions of one of the bestselling
manga series of all time! In an alchemical ritual gone
wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his
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brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit
of armor. Equipped with mechanical ""auto-mail""
limbs, Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking
the one thing that can restore his and his brother's
bodies...the legendary Philosopher's Stone. Contains
Volumes 16, 17 and 18! The Elric brothers head
north to Fort Briggs in search of May Chang, whose
Xing alchemy may contain the answers they seek.
But as Ed and Al soon discover, the only thing less
forgiving than Briggs’s weather is the regiment of
hardened soldiers assigned to defend it. Matters
grow even more complicated when Ed and Al get
thrown in lockdown and the sadistic Kimblee arrives
from Central with Winry as his hostage. But even
Kimblee’s cruelty pales in comparison to the evil of
the new homunculi watching from the shadows...
Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for teen audiences.
When an alchemical ritual goes awry, causing Edward Elric to
lose limbs and his brother to become trapped in a suit of
armor, Edward begins a quest to recover the one thing that
can restore them, the legendary Philosopher's Stone.
Breaking the laws of nature is a serious crime! This best
selling series is now available in a complete box set! Includes
volumes 1-27, plus extras such as Fullmetal Alchemist Novel:
The Ties That Bind and a full-color, two-sided poster. Over a
20% savings over buying the individual volumes!
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????…
??????????????? ????????????????????????…… ?????????
???????????? ? ????????????????????????????????????
2007???????????????????????????????????
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????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? ???????????????? ??????????????
???????????????????????????BOOKFIRST????????? ?????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????the?bamboo?
eater??????? ?????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????BOOKCENTER????????
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can their bond
make them whole again? A hardcover, deluxe collector’s
edition of one of the most beloved manga and anime of all
time! Fully remastered with an updated translation and
completely fresh lettering, and presented with color pages on
large-trim archival-quality paper, this gorgeous hardcover
edition presents the timeless dark adventures of the Elric
brothers as they were truly meant to be seen. Includes brandnew cover art, with color insert and behind-the-scenes
character sketches from author Hiromu Arakawa! In an
alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and
his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul
in a suit of armor. Deep within Devil’s Nest, they are
tantalized by Greed’s proposition to exchange forbidden
knowledge.
Breaking the laws of nature is a serious crime! Reads R to L
(Japanese Style). The Final Chapter! With the help of
Hohenheim and their allies, the Elric brothers launch a
desperate final attack against the homunculus “father.” But to
claim victory, some may have to make the ultimate sacrifice.
And when the dust clears, will a happy ending await our
favorite characters in the final volume of Fullmetal Alchemist?

Bargain omnibus editions of one of the bestselling
manga series of all time! In an alchemical ritual gone
wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his
brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit of
armor. Equipped with mechanical ""auto-mail"" limbs,
Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one
thing that can restore his and his brother's bodies...the
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legendary Philosopher's Stone. Contains volumes 13, 14
and 15 of Fullmetal Alchemist! In the midst of heated
battle, Ed, Envy and Prince Lin of Xing are swallowed
whole by the homunculus Gluttony. When they finally
escape, they find themselves face-to-face with the
“father” of the homunculi, who offers Lin immortality as
the new Greed. Meanwhile, Colonel Mustang learns the
military’s corruption goes all the way to the top, and the
truth of what really happened in the Ishbalan War is
revealed. Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for teen
audiences.
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????……?
When the Elric brothers travel to an old mining town and
encounter powerful alchemists, sparks fly in this paradise
they have discovered.
Bargain omnibus editions of one of the bestselling
manga series of all time! In an alchemical ritual gone
wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his
brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit of
armor. Equipped with mechanical ""auto-mail"" limbs,
Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one
thing that can restore his and his brother's bodies...the
legendary Philosopher's Stone. Contains volumes 10, 11
and 12 of Fullmetal Alchemist! Ed returns to Resembool
and meets his estranged father Hohenheim for the first
time in many years. Though their meeting is brief and
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strained, Ed comes away with the revelation that Al’s
body is still alive somewhere. But before the newly
energized brothers can search for it, Scar returns,
catalyzing an unlikely alliance between the Elric brothers,
Prince Lin of Xing, and Colonel Mustang. Though they
hope to use Scar to lure in a homunculus, the hunters
become the hunted when Gluttony proves more than
they can handle. Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for teen
audiences.
En voulant ressusciter leur mère, Edward et Alphonse
Elric vont utiliser une technique interdite relevant du
domaine de l'alchimie - la transmutation humaine.
Seulement, l'expérience va mal tourner - Edward perd un
bras et une jambe et Alphonse son corps, son esprit se
retrouvant prisonnier d'une armure. Devenu un
alchimiste d'Etat, Edward, surnommé 'FullMetal
Alchimiste', se lance, avec l'aide de son frère, à la
recherche de la pierre philosophale, leur seule chance
de retrouver leur état initial. Ils commencent à enquêter
sur un étrange homme, 'le fondateur' qui passe pour un
faiseur de miracles.
Breaking the laws of nature is a serious crime! Reads R to L
(Japanese Style), for audience T. Containing volumes 1,2
and 3 of Fullmetal Alchemist! In an alchemical ritual gone
wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother
Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit of armor.
Equipped with mechanical ""auto-mail"" limbs, Edward
becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one thing that can
restore his and his brother's bodies...the legendary
Philosopher's Stone. Alchemy: the mystical power to alter the
natural world, somewhere between magic art, and science.
When two brothers, Edward and Alphonse Elric, dabbled in
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these powers to grant their dearest wish, one of them lost an
arm and leg...and the other became nothing but a soul locked
into a body of living iron. Now they are agents of the
government, slaves of the military -alchemical complex, using
their unique powers to obey their orders...even to kill. But
their powers aren't unique. The world crawls with evil
alchemists. And in pursuit of the ultimate alchemical treasure,
the Philsopher's Stone, their enemies are even more ruthless
than they are...
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can their bond
make them whole again? A hardcover, deluxe collector’s
edition of one of the most beloved manga and anime of all
time! Fully remastered with an updated translation and
completely fresh lettering, and presented with color pages on
large-trim archival-quality paper, this gorgeous hardcover
edition presents the timeless dark adventures of the Elric
brothers as they were truly meant to be seen. Includes brandnew cover art, with color insert and behind-the-scenes
character sketches from author Hiromu Arakawa! In an
alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and
his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul
in a suit of armor. But before the Elrics’ personal tragedy, a
bloody, unjust war caused suffering for many of their friends
and allies.
A second art book featuring the characters from the topselling and award-winning manga series, Fullmetal Alchemist.
Includes original color artwork from creator, Hiromu
Arakawa--each illustration presented in sequential order with
commentary from Arakawa himself. Also included are nine
pages of detailed character designs for the FMA PS2 video
game, plus two pages of brand new manga. Wow!
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can their bond
make them whole again? A hardcover collector’s edition of
one of the most beloved manga and anime of all time! Fully
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remastered with an updated translation and completely fresh
lettering, and presented with color pages on large-trim,
archival-quality paper, this gorgeous hardcover edition
presents the timeless dark adventures of the Elric brothers as
they were truly meant to be seen. Includes brand-new cover
art, with a new color insert and behind-the-scenes character
sketches from author Hiromu Arakawa! In an alchemical ritual
gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his
brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit of
armor. The brothers’ final battle begins, starting with a
confrontation with the homunculus Pride, who is controlling
Alphonse from within.
It's only been a year since the Elric brothers set out on their
journey to find the elusive Philosopher's Stone. But a lot has
happened in that short time. For one thing, Edward has
become an official State Alchemist. And, as such, he often
finds himself in the thick of one dangerous situation after
another. Now, sidelined with a fever in a remote village,
Edward is unexpectedly reunited with a childhood friend.
Even though he's become a valuable member of his country's
military organization, Edward can't help feeling a pang of
jealousy. While he and his brother's fate is inexorably bound
to recent life-altering events, his friend is busy studying to
become a doctor and making his dreams come true.
Suddenly, Edward starts questioning the purpose of his life.
Stories from the childhood of Edward and Alphonse Elric--not
seen in either the manga or anime! Also includes the
heartwarming story, "Roy's Holiday," featuring Colonel
Mustang and Lieutenant Colonel Hughes.
Alchemy: the mystical power to alter the natural world;
something between magic, art, and science. When two
brothers, Edward and Alphonse Elric, dabbled in this power to
grant their dearest wish, one of them lost an arm and a
leg...and the other became nothing but a soul locked into a
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body of living steel. Now Edward is a agent of the
government, a slave of the military-alchemical complex, using
his unique powers to obey orders...even to kill. Except his
powers aren't unique. The world has been ravaged by the
abuse of alchemy. And in the pursuit of the ultimate
alchemical treasure, the Philosopher's Stone, their enemies
are even more ruthless than they are...
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